
New Music / Research presents 2020: Music for 
Percussion and Voice  
 
 
The New Music / Research Committee is seeking pieces that highlight the connection 
between percussion and the voice. 
 
 
Percussion is an inclusive discipline, often connected to the next outlying element in our 
musical tradition. We are asked to cue the birdsong in Respighi’s Pines of Rome, play 
the siren in Varèse’s orchestrations, splash in Tan Dun’s water musics, and manipulate 
subwoofer speaker cones in Ashley Fure’s new opera The Force of Things. One of 
these related activities in contemporary percussion music is use of the voice. The 
surface simplicity—someone striking something and vocalizing simultaneously: a 
creative re-imagining of seemingly familiar everyday tasks—lends speaking 
percussionist’s music strength and immediacy. 
 
 
We welcome groundbreaking historical works (for example, Vinko 
Globokar’s Toucher or “Story” from John Cage’s Living Room Music), emerging classics 
(for example, The Authors by Stuart Saunders Smith or Caroline Shaw’s Taxidermy) 
and our discipline’s newest pieces (for example, Katharina Rosenberger’s oh. . . n(o)w 
roar all over and over again, Bethany Younge’s Electric Speak! Junk for Me!, or Andrea 
Clearfield’s a space between). 
 
 
Because the definition of what constitutes music for voice and percussion is broad, the 
Committee encourages a wide range of applications, including related pieces in which 
the percussionist does not technically speak or use words. For example, both George 
Lewis’ North Star Boogaloo, and Graeme Leak’s And Now for the News involve 
percussive imitation of language via a fixed-format track, while Annea 
Lockwood’s Amazonia Dreaming and Roberto Sierra’s Bongo-0 involve vocalizations 
but no actual text. More traditional pieces that use a singer with percussionists (Jean 
Barraque’s Chant Après Chant or Maurice Wright’s Cantata) are also welcome. 
Furthermore, music integrating voice and percussion extends far beyond the western 
classical tradition, so we also welcome proposals in the spirit of new music research 
and contemporary performance that draw on vocal/percussion traditions like Bol in 
classical Indian music or Kecak in Balinese music. Proposals should clearly describe 
how the work in question relates to the overall Focus Day theme. 
 
 
As always, the Society is interested in the participation of both emerging and 
established artists, and applications from performers, composers, scholars, and 
ensembles are encouraged. In addition, we believe our community is enriched and 
enhanced by diversity along a number of dimensions, including race, ethnicity and 



national origins, gender identity and expression, sexual orientation, socioeconomic 
class, and religion. We are especially committed to increasing the representation of 
those populations that have been historically underrepresented at PASIC. All proposals 
that meet the criteria and qualify for inclusion on Focus Day performances will be given 
complete and careful consideration. While we welcome the addition of artists who are 
not percussionists, percussion should not be incidental to any work presented on the 
day. Full session proposals and individual pieces are welcomed and will be equally 
considered. However, there is no guarantee that full sessions proposals will be 
accepted in their entirety.  
 
 
Please note that all expenses and provision of instruments and equipment are the sole 
responsibility of the artist(s). This includes all logistical and financial considerations 
associated with the performance. Please prepare and submit your proposal with this 
consideration in mind. 
 
 
Application deadline: January 21, 2020 
Questions may be directed to the New Music / Research 2020 hosts:  
Bonnie Whiting Smith bwhiting@uw.edu and/or Lee Hinkle lwhinkle@umd.edu  
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